Testimonials on YELP:
AD - 5.0 star rating 2/25/2018
I enlisted the CADC services at a time I needed the help. It was thorough, helpful,
encouraging, and got me on the back on right path.
I thank Peter for his knowledge, and support. Especially, when he spent the extra
time with me making sure I was truly ready to set of on my own.
Thank you Peter! I highly recommend CADC!

WJ - 5.0 star rating 2/23/2018
Peter was a great help. Made my whole session a lot easier. If I needed a remake
or to switch classes he'd help me out. Always available or readily available.

AJ - 5.0 star rating 10/11/2017
Peter was a fantastic help, an incredibly helpful advocate and caring counselor.
He is extremely competent, organized, and knowledgeable. I would recommend
him to anyone in a similar situation.

JS - 5.0 star rating 7/27/2017
Peter was a true professional with helping me with my issue. Even though my
issue was out of state he was able to affectively help me solve my problem. I
certainly do recommend using Peter if an issue arises. I greatly appreciate
everything Peter did for me by taking time out of his busy schedule to help me
solve my issue.

PF - 5.0 star rating 7/13/2017
Peter was a great help through the entire process I would recommend him to
anyone he is very good at what he does and willing to go the extra mile for
someone that is doing the best they can for themselves
Thank you peter

Bo L. - 5.0 star rating 6/23/2017
Peter was a great help and very professional in dealing with my issue. He helped
me to easily navigate the problems presented, and take care of the issue as a
whole. I greatly appreciate Peter for his time and assistance, highly
recommended!

Jon F. 5.0 star rating 2/6/2017
I am an attorney in Washington State and my client, located in California, needed
to find an agency that could provide an alcohol information school that would
meet requirements for court in Washington State. Peter Cusimano of CADC
provides services that are exceptional. He is quite knowledgeable about
programs that will satisfy requirements for other states but he is also responsive
and obviously willing to do what he can to help. It's great to see this kind of
service. He obviously cares about his work and his clients.

YS - 5.0 star rating 1/18/2017
Peter Cusimano was great. He explained everything to me and advocated for me
to complete my classes ASAP. He does a great job!

A.V.S. - 5.0 star rating 1/1/2017
When i called peter i didn't know what to expect but i was willing to do whatever it
took to get my commercial license back.Peter listened to my situation and
immediately he knew what i needed to complete so i could get on track.With his
direction i am now back on track thanks to Peter.i totally recommend peter to
anyone that Wants to get the job done right and get on track.thanks again peter.

SC - 5.0 star rating 11/25/2016
I was honestly incredibly worried that I wouldn't be able to balance my work
schedule and all of the legal work that went into the case but from start to finish
Peter was incredibly supportive and helpful. His communication and
professionalism make reaching out with questions and concerns easy and helped
make the whole process incredibly low-stress.
He has phenomenal working relationships with many agencies and truly is just as
much of a straightforward and helpful guy as you could ask for

Boston B. - 5.0 star rating 8/15/2016
Peter was extremely pro-active and instrumental in completing my evaluation,
setting up my classes and following through with the paperwork. I had multiple
States involved and Peter explained in great detail what would be needed for
each. Peter was on the phone with these people directly, getting to the bottom of
what exactly was needed by them to close out my case. I finished my last class
on a Wed night and all paperwork was signed, sealed, delivered and CLOSED Out
by the following Monday! He even had the instructor hand me a sealed envelope
with copies of all my completion paperwork at the end of my last class. Peter
does not mess around!

GS - 5.0 star rating 1/13/2016
Peter really helped me along my out of state DUI process. I had to go to classes
to complete my DUI reprimand. Because it happened out if state, I also had to get
set up with an evaluator who could administer urine tests to satisfy requirements
both for Oregon and for California. He explained everything very clearly and
honestly as well as taking a genuine interest in seeing me get my license back
and to help me any way he could. Down the road I into a snag in which the
evaluator from Oregon , where I got the DUI, didn't file the correct paper work. I
found out that Oregon has suspended me ,unbeknownst. I contacted him and he
was on top of it. He told me everything I needed to do and worked hard to help me
out to get through it. Very nice and genuine man.

DA 12/11/2015
Peter has first hand knowledge of state laws and relationships with key state
agents. I had moved to California, but there was a block on my ability to get my
license in California due to some outstanding requirements which needed to be
fulfilled in New Jersey. New Jersey had not received my change of address even
though I mailed it 2X and therefore they could not communicate with me the
requirements. After Peter took my case, he very quickly achieved results. New
Jersey and he communicated by phone and he was able to understand the
mumbo jumbo of requirements and how to translate them into California law and
then to quickly assemble together with New Jersey and NTSI an acceptable
course of action to fulfill my requirements to remove the block. He knew the
representative who was handling my case and had worked with her in the past.
They had mutual trust which was important in this case as paperwork cannot tell
the story. So his good working relationship with the representative and his
experience with out of state cases, moved me forward in a way that even a lawyer
with whom I had consulted in New Jersey could not.
In addition, NTSI collaborated with Peter to provide me with the hours that I
needed to complete in the quickest and most convenient way for my work
schedule, for which I additionally give Rodney at NTSI great credit as well. Thank
you very much Peter and Rodney.

TW - 5.0 star rating 12/10/2015
When I called Peter I didn't know what to expect, I was overwhelmed. He listened
to my situation and got right to work finding out what needed to get done. I
attended my classes and did all my requirements quickly. Peter made sure I was
on track and helped me to get all the correct paperwork sent off so I could get
back on track. I strongly recommend using Peter and everyone at NTSI for all
your alcohol & recovery related classes

AS - 5.0 star rating 9/15/2015
Came to Peter to help out with a DUI from the State of Oregon 8 years ago. He
was very efficient and helped my through the whole process to get my drivers
license back. Thanks again Peter!

